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Graduation Money Card  
 
Stamp Sets: Really Good Greetings  #130330 (wood)  #130333 (clear) 
  Teeny Tiny Wishes  #128748 (wood)  #127802 (clear) 
 
Ink:     Jet Black StazOn Ink Pad  #101406 
  VersaMark Pad  #102283 
   
Card Stock: Garden Green  #102584 
  Whisper White  #100730 
    
Accessories: Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine  #113439 
  Big Shot Magnetic Platform  #130658 
  Adorning Accents Edgelits  #125595 
  Simply Scored Scoring Tool  #122334 
  Regals Designer Buttons  #130029 
  Regals Candy Dots  #130932 
  White Stampin’ Emboss Powder  #109132 
  Heat Tool  #129053 
  Embossing Buddy  #103083 
  Gold Baker’s Twine  #132975 
  ½” Circle Punch  #119869 
  Multi-Purpose Liquid Glue  #110755 
  Sticky Strip  #104294 

Stampin’ Trimmer  #126889 
  Snail Adhesive  #104332 
  Glue Dots  #103683 
  Bone Folder  #102300 
  Paper Snips  #103579  
  Self-Adhesive Velcro Dots  (non-Stampin’ Up!)     
       
Cutting Dimensions: 
 

Garden Green Card Stock  --- 5 ½” x 5 ½”,  2 5/8” x 2 5/8” (cap) 
      7 ½” x 6 ½” (gown) 
      3 ¾” x 2 7/8” (pocket) 
      ½” Circle 
Whisper White Card Stock  --- 3/8” x 2” (banner) 
Baker’s Twine    --- Approx. 50” 

 
Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.) 

 
1. For the gown:  Along the 7 ½” edge of the 7 ½” x 6 ½” piece, score at ¾”, 2 ¼”, 5 ¼” & 6 ¾” 

using the Simply Scored Scoring Tool.  Fold along the 2 ¼” and 5 ¼” score lines toward the 
center.  Fold the ¾” and 6 ¾” score lines away from the center to form the flaps. 

 
2. For the cap:  Score at 1 3/8” on all 4 sides using the Scoring Tool.  To 

remove some bulk and make it easier to fold the flaps under, use 
the Paper Snips to cut slits along score lines and adhere Sticky Strip 
(as shown in pictures).  Fold along score lines and adhere.   

 
3. Apply Sticky Strip to all four edges of the 2 5/8” square layer of 

Garden Green card stock and adhere over the back side of the 
folded cap for a clean finish. 
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4. For the tassel:  Wrap the Baker’s Twine around a 2  5/8” piece of card stock or chipboard 
approximately 10 times.  Thread a short piece of Baker’s Twine (approx. 5”) through one 
edge of the wrapped layers and tie into a knot.  Then use Paper Snips to cut the wrapped 
edges of twine on the opposite edge to create the fringed tassel.  Tie a piece of baker’s 
twine near the top folded edge so it looks like a tassel.   

 
5. Stamp “Happy Graduation” sentiment onto Whisper White card stock strip with Black 

StazOn ink.  Snip flagged end using paper snips. 
 

6. Adhere ½” Garden Green Circle to the Button with a Glue Dot.  Adhere Candy Dot to the 
center of the ½” Circle.  Adhere the button over the tag & ends of the tassle in the center 
of the cap with a Dimensional. 

 
7. Position the cap diagonally and adhere to the upper left side of the gown with a couple 

Dimensionals.  Before doing this, I used a Glue Dot to hold the left flap down. 
 

8. For the pocket on the inside of the card:  I rounded the upper edge with the Adorning 
Accents Edgelit.  Remove static from the card stock by rubbing with the Embossing Buddy.  
Stamp sentiment with VersaMark Ink and then sprinkle with White Stampin’ Emboss Powder.  
Heat set using the Heat Tool.   

 
9. Adhere to the inside of the card with a very thin strip of Liquid Glue on the three edges.   

 
10. With the left side of the card open, place the self-adhesive Velcro Circles (attached 

together) on the folded upper right section of the gown.  Then fold the cap side over so 
the card is completely folded closed.  The remaining Velcro circle will adhere to the 
underside of the cap in the correct position to hold it closed.   

  
Your card is finished…Enjoy!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Order online anytime 24/7 at www.jillfranchett.stampinup.net 
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